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WARNING
  Never attempt to disassemble or reassemble a firearm unless you are 
absolutely certain that it is empty and unloaded. Visually inspect the 
chamber, the magazine and firing mechanism to be absolutely certain 
that no ammunition remains in the firearm. Disassembly and reas-
sembly should follow the manufacturer’s instructions. If such instruc-
tions are not immediately available, contact the manufacturer to see 
if they are available. If they are not available at all, then you should 
consult other reference sources such as reference books or persons with 
sufficient knowledge. If such alternative sources are not available and 
you have a need to disassemble or reassemble the firearm, you should 
proceed basing your procedures on common sense and experience with 
similarly constructed firearms.
  With regard to the use of these tools, the advice of Brownells Incor-
porated is general. If there is any question as to a specific application 
it would be best to seek out specific advice from other sources and not 
solely rely on the general advice and warnings given.

m m

  The Do-It-Yourself Ruger MkIII Performance Upgrade Kits contain re-
placement parts for the pistol's factory trigger and hammer and replacement 
cocobolo grip panels.

  The kit includes: Target trigger, Trigger plunger, Rebound spring, Target 
hammer, Sear, Sear spring, Bolt release, and an Allen Wrench.

HOW TO USE

   Before beginning disassembly, verify that the chamber is empty and re-
move the magazine and check that it's empty. Keep the empty magazine 
nearby. The empty magazine allows the Ruger's disconnector to function, so 
the empty magazine will need to be reinserted periodically.

Preparing the MkIII for Disassembly:

First, remove the original grips to prevent them from being damaged.
  Locate the Volquartsen trigger in its plastic bag. Find two uninstalled 
set screws. One screw is for trigger pretravel adjustment, the other for 
overtravel. The top screw (pretravel adjustment) should be installed Allen 
head down and started from the top side of the trigger.

 

 Run the screw down into the trigger until it is below the top surface. This 
ensures the adjustment screw will have no influence on the trigger pull 
until the gun is reassembled and final adjustments are made. Apply a 
small drop of medium-strength thread locker to retain the screw but allow 
for future adjustment.
  Insert the overtravel screw with the Allen head visible through the trig-
ger face. Screw is in flush with the trigger face. You'll adjust it later.
NOTE: Because of the trigger's contour, there are some partial threads on 
the trigger face side. If you attempt to install the screw from this direction, 
there is a good chance the threads will be damaged.

Disassembly:

1) With the MkIII empty and magazine out, remove the mainspring hous-
ing. The mainspring housing latch folds in and out like a pocket knife blade 
from a recess in the mainspring housing. Use a plastic-coated paperclip to 
loop under the latch and pull it out. With the housing unlatched, rotate it 
rearward and out. 

2) If your gun is new, the bolt stop pin that projects from the top of the gun's 
receiver may need to be gently tapped to free it from the gun.

3) Reinstall the empty magazine so that the trigger can be actuated. Tip 
the Ruger muzzle up, depress the trigger, and pull the bolt out. Remove 
the magazine.

4) With the bolt removed, use a soft plastic mallet and tap the back of the 
receiver. This will disengage it from a tapered lug in the frame and allow it 
to be removed. The MkIII is now field stripped. Before proceeding, it's a good 
technique to use your cellphone camera or small digital camera to document 
how parts fit together before you take them apart.

5) Drift or press out the hammer pin from right to left. As soon as the ham-
mer pin is removed, the bolt release will be free. By reaching and rotating 
the hammer upward, it will come out as an assembly with the magazine 
disconnector and disconnector spring.
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6) Hole the halves together as they are located on the slip-fit bushing that 
connects them. After this, the safety can be removed. Be careful when lifting 
the safety from the frame because the ball detent is not secured in the safety 
other than by light friction and gravity.

7) Raise the disconnector assembly and remove the trigger plunger and 
its spring. The next components to remove are the sear pin, sear, and sear 
spring. The pin is removed right to left. Keep the parts in place until the 
frame can be lifted to vertical position for parts removal. The top left of the 
spring is oriented to the right of the sear pin when installed. The Volquartsen 
instructions that are included highlight this point, probably because many 
install them backwards and upside down.

8) The trigger is held in place with a pivot pin. Because the pivot is free to 
rotate, it needs to be anchored laterally with a wire spring retainer that rides 
in the groove that is cut into the pivot pin.

9) Raise the disconnector out of the way and push the retainer down and 
away from the pivot pin, out of the pin groove. Use a narrow punch to push 
the retainer down and another punch to start the pivot pin out. Remove the 
pivot pin left to right. To recap how these pieces are removed, take out the  
pivot pin, lift out the bolt stop, remove the bolt stop plunger and plunger 
spring, and lift out the trigger and disconnector.

TIP: During assembly, use a punch to align your parts as a slave pin from one 
side then push the out the slave pin with the actual pin your going to use. 
Second, using a vise to hold your frame will help keep it steady.

ASSEMBLY:

1) The new Volquartsen sear is the first part re-assembled into the frame.  
Partially insert a punch as a slave pin right to left, into the frame, then 
slip the sear spring over it using a pair of needlenose pliers to insert the 
spring. 

2) Push the sear pin in from the right side. The short leg should be wound 
to the left side of the sear pivot pin and the long leg should be forward of the 
frame cross pin. Function check: The sear should move forward to rotate 
and tension the spring. 

3) The disconnector assembly is engaged in the top hole of the trigger and 
both are started in place. The trigger pivot pin is installed approximately two 
thirds of the way, leaving room to install the bolt stop and bolt-stop plunger 
before the trigger pivot is fully installed. If the pivot pin is hard to start, you 
may have to depress the trigger retainer to move it out of the way.

4) Install the bolt -stop plunger and spring assembly in the frame. The notch 
goes toward the left side of the frame to leave room for the bolt stop that 
will be installed next. The stud on the bolt stop drops into the long slotted 
frame opening. The assembly is rotated down into the notch on the bolt-stop 
plunger until the hole in the bolt stop aligns with the trigger pivot pin. Then 
the trigger pivot pin is pushed through into the left side of the frame until 
the trigger retainer clicks into place in the pivot pin

  The hammer pivot pin holds several assemblies in place on the frame, 
including the bolt release, safety, hammer and disconnect assemblies.

5) Make sure the safety detent on the safety is in place, then install the 
safety. Lay the safety in place in the frame and pull the sear forward until 
it engages the notch in the safety.

6) While still holding the safety in place, put the bolt release on the frame, 
slipped under the bolt stop stud.

7) Insert the hammer pivot pin through the release, through the frame and 
barely through the safety. This should hold all of these pieces in place under 
loading from the sear spring.

8) Raise the disconnector assembly and install the trigger plunger and 
spring in the recess at the top of the trigger. Assemble the hammer and dis-
connector pieces. Insert the backside of the bushing into the square opening 
of the disconnector.

9) Pull out the hammer pivot pin just enough to make room for the hammer, 
without removing support for the safety, then rotate the hammer assembly 
slightly forward as it is lowered between and the safety and the right side 
of the frame. When the hole in the hammer is lined up with the hammer 
pivot pin, press the pin in the rest of the way. The pin is retained laterally 
by the left grip panel.

  If the hammer is correctly installed, the long flat of the hammer will be 
parallel to the top of the gun's frame, a clearance notch will be on the left 
side. The detent spring will rest between the sear and the detent arm, the 
hammer strut will rest behind the frames cross pin.

10) To check if the parts are installed correctly, install an empty magazine 
and pull the trigger while pushing on the back of the hammer. The ham-
mer should rotate forward. Remove the mag and go onto the rest of the 
assembly.

Reassemble the rest of the pistol. Refer to your Ruger manual for more 
details.

NOTE: If yo have a tight new gun, when reinstalling the receiver, it may be 
necessary to lightly tap the back of the grip frame just below the receiver 
with a soft plastic hammer until it protrudes slightly past the grip frame. 
It is possible to go too far aft and cause a misalignment that will interfere 
with the bolt stop pin. It may be useful to tap a little and fit check until the 
pin passes through cleanly.

  The hammer strut should drop into the oval recess on the front side of the 
mainspring housing, and the housing should latch with a small amount of 
spring resistance. If there is a lot of resistance, something is wrong and the 
problem should be identified before proceeding.

Final Steps: Install the new cocobolo grips, then perform safety checks.

1) Make sure your pistol and magazine are unloaded, remember to keep your 
gun pointed in a safe direction Pull back the bolt to cock the hammer and 
let the bolt close. Then insert your unloaded magazine and with the safety 
on pull the trigger. The hammer shouldn't fall.

2) Turn the safety off, squeeze the trigger and the hammer should fall.

3) Remove your magazine, cycle the bolt again, and with the safety off, 
squeeze the trigger and the hammer shouldn't fall.

4) Reinsert the magazine, squeeze the trigger and the hammer should fall.

Adjustments: With the gun reassembled and checked out, you may need 
to adjust the Volquartsen trigger's pretravel. A good setting is about 0.075 
inch.

1) Set it by gradually turning the adjustment in until there is no pretravel, 
then back off until the difference between your gauge reads 0.075 inches.

2) Adjust overtravel to the same dimension, 0.075 inch past hammer fall. 
Recheck for function and safety problems.

3) If the gun functions properly, secure the position of both screws with a 
bit of Loctite blue.

  If you have any questions about using or installing any of the products 
featured in this video, please feel to contact our tech department via email 
or on the telephone. 


